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How many different lists do you carry around in mind now? Perhaps a list of (long neglected) New Year's resolutions, a list of upcoming work deadlines and a list of new TV shows that you've really been meaning to watch. And how many other lists are spread around about clammy notes, dry eraser frames and paper calendars in your
home and office? Shiny lists, to-do lists, calendar entries for a doctor's appointment and dinner party, a list of crazy / brilliant ideas for a new startup, a novel or perhaps an ambitious Y project? Is it just thinking about all these lists that make you feel overwhelming, guilty and a little crazy? Ryder Carroll used to be just like you. A digital
product designer who struggled with attention-deficit disorder (ADD) as a child, Carroll needed a system for not only organizing all of its lists, projects and plans in one place, but a system for organizing his ideas. The solution it came with, called the Bullet Journal Method, was mushted into a form movement. The bullet journal method is 'a
convenient attentiveness disguised as a productivity system, says Carroll. Bullets will help you be more productive by organizing what you have to do, but the real goal is to be the leader of why you're doing what you're doing. It's not just about taking notes and keeping lists. That's what we do with these lists on time and how we heal them.
Advertising the best introduction to bullet journals is this five-minute tutorial video created by Carroll that broke the system into parts of its components. To sum up, a bullet journal is an analog, paper-and-pen newspaper in which you host your life in every day, every month and future logs. Each bullet journal is different and fully
customizable, but beginners are encouraged to start by creating the following sections in the journal: Indexing: This is the very first section of the journal and function as a continuously updated table of contents for the rest of the journal. Whenever you add a new collection or section to the journal, you include its name and start page
numbers in the index. The index is like the master organizational list. Future Log: This big-picture section can cover the whole year or just the next six months. Spread over several pages, Future Log is where you note major upcoming events such as birthdays, weddings and vacations. Monthly Log: Each month gets its own two pages
spread. On one page is a calendar-like list of every day of the month along with bullet entries for appointments, deadlines, meetings, and any imported events from the Future Log. The second page is a bulleted list associated with that month. Daily Log: Every single day gets its own page. This is where you exercise down from the bottle
every month and create a list of everything that needs to be done today, as well as extra things that could be crossed make lists. If something doesn't get done on today's roster, it gets tomorrow and so on until it crossed. Or maybe you decide it's not worth your time and cross it off of all familiar. This quick description makes bullet bullet
bullets sound like nothing more than an to-do list on steroid, but there's room in a bullet journal for much more than working with calendar reminders. In the Bullet Method, Carroll's best book sells on why in bullet journals, he explains the important role in reflection. The Bullet Side is a place to reflect on what you really want to do with your
limited time and energy, and for jotting down observations and inspiration as you go. This is what Carroll means by curating your list – getting rid of tasks that sense distractions and doubling down on things that not only make you more productive but makes you happy. To keep all these kinds of different types of organized entries,
Carroll's got a system for that, too. It encourages bullet journals to use a quick notation system that ranks each bullet entry in a log every day, every month or future. It suggests the following symbols: Work: ● Events: ONotes (ideas and observations): -Priority: ✫Inspiration (click and mantra): Carroll says that the bullet journal method is
not a set of instructions for how to organize your life, but a tool that everyone can customize fit to their priorities and purposes. Not everyone is artistic and not everyone wants to keep a log of food. And that's fine. Carroll is inspired and outraged by the ways in which the bullet journal community took his simple mind and made it their own.
The whole design of the system is to organize whatever you throw at it, and that flexibility lends itself to so many different use cases, says Carroll, including ones that I would never experience or know: allegedly, single parents trying to raise children, people going through disease, people getting their doctors. Advertising OK, so bullet
journals sound like a neat way to keep all your listings in one place and update daily tasks to meet long-lasting goals. But what else can be done for you? It's a mental inbox: Your Brain can only handle numerous tasks with to-do list at once. By keeping a handy bullet headline, you can slip thoughts, ideas and acts as they come. And using
quick insert method – short sentence to bulleted list – you get the thoughts out of mind with your crowded ones and on the page quickly. Not only will it help declining your mind, but it writes the thoughts or tasks until you have time to return to it later. The Bullet gives me a more organized place to write down my thoughts, which helps me
feel calm, says Kim Alvarez, creator of the bullet journal Tiny Ray of Sunshine. All the thoughts bounced in my mind have a place to live. It's a Habit Since each bullet journal is tailored with its owners, you can add modules for short and long-term goals, and the daily tasks that will help you achieve them. Alvarez, like many of us, wanted to
go run more, so he created a simple habit tracker that squares filling in for every day that he went running that month. You could add other categories of tracker to habits like reading for fun, studying for a license exam, talking to a pal, whatever is important to you. It's a huge motivator to see all my progress in a reduced way, says Alvarez.
You can keep your notebook and see it as something you've filled up with the memories in your life, and that's very special. How often do you get to see this? It's a creative outlet: Shelby Abrahamsen tried a ton of different planners with no success until he started mindless around a day in his bullet journal – drawing small banners around
the day and date, using colored feathers and police to break his entrance. Abrahamsen, who blogs at Little Coffee Fox, has postponed his artistic talents as imprak, but he has found an outlet for them in his planning newspaper. Suddenly, the bullet journal became not only an organizational system for me, but a re-entry point in my
creative life again, says Abrahamsen, and it allowed me to do both in a way that was satisfactory and helped me grow into a better person, as cheese as that sounds. Now I'm able to call myself an artist again. Our advertisers asked Carroll, Alvarez and Abrahamsen for their bullet journal tips for newbies. Here are the suggestions:
Advertisers A lot of time, people will sit down with their notebooks and feel the pressure to write a clever or prominent, and then that becomes an incorrect, says Carroll. You can write what all you want; it really doesn't matter. We'll calculate what counts later. Advertisers Write a Few Jobs You Want to Get Done Today, says Alvarez.
Observe a question you are facing with regard to how you can solve it. Write down some ideas and get started. And if you ever feel stuck, turn to a new page and try again. Advertising You don't need a bunch of fancy materials in order to have a good bullet journal, but you need to have materials that you like, says Abrahamsen. If you
hate your material, you will have a lot less chance to use it daily because they don't make you feel good. Advertising There are a lot of elaborate bullet journals out there and also more simple ones, says Alvarez. Try not to get too distracted by either approach. Our notebook is a reflection of your own life, so every notebook that will be
completely different and tailored to that person's life. Each person's life is beautiful, so your bullet journal will be beautiful, too, whatever! Advertisement If Organised Your Whole Life Looks Like you can set up a bullet journal of honey in one area of it: tracking your eating habits, financial goals, weight loss, friends' birthdays/special
occasions, book it or anything else you can think of.boho.berry If you spent any time on Instagram, you're likely intrigued by (or obsessed with) bullet journal. A combination of a leader, to-do list and planner, an organized bujo just about everything in your life. Get in on the off-letter trend when adding those engineering layout to your doted
notebook. 1 in 15 Track Sleep Quality You will feel motivated to hit the hay on time when you record your z at a sleeping log. Add data from your physical or phone tracker requirement, and then see the progress fixed towards a full-night rest at 2 of the Monitor Costs Keep credit card statement under control with a running bar chart.
Logging the monthly bill holds you accountable to your goals (marked here with a dont line), and encourages you to think twice before splurging on those. 4 of 15 Complete in a Mandala Mandala mandate increases mindsets in map sentiment over an obdala attitude. Each color represents a different emotion, such as stress, gratitude or
happiness. By adding one concentrated circle each day, a bigger picture starts taking shape. The 6 in 15 Up Water Consumption Drink nine cups of water every day has a whole host of health benefits, so this is a diagram you won't want to skip. Each finished glass corresponds to a colored box - and perhaps the best attitude, metabolism
and skin. 8 of 15 Swatch Test Pen 9 of 15 Remember 10 birthdays of the 15 Rearange Furniture If you're preparing for a move or looking for more shui feng, measure furniture measurements before the layout changes. It will save you from hauling the sofa across the city before achieving it won't fit through the door. 12 of 15 Analyzing
dreams though scientists still disagree on why we dream, there is no denying the subconscious psychological urge. Log episode nightly into small thinking bubbles, and you might reveal something about your inner psyche. 13 of 15 Keep a Reading List 14 of 15 Save for a Big Buy squirrel away for a big buyer seems daunting, but a
savings chart can help combat shocking. Breaking up large numbers of targets can be, and that large ticket item looks much closer. 15 of 15 Revamp your home with a visual reminder fixes you in the face, which color dresses won't drive for weeks to end. The following bullet priority each task on a scale of one to three, and the color-code
finishes are based on the date. Date.
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